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Abstract. The Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) is utilized to propose a 

driving course for a powered-wheelchair. A safe route for a wheelchair is 

proposed by a decision-making system that aims to avoid obstacles. Two 

ultrasonic transceivers are fitted onto a wheelchair. The area in front of a 

wheelchair is segmented to left and right zones. The system inputs are distance 

to an object from the midpoint of the chair, distance to an object from the left of 

the chair and distance to an object from the right of the chair. The resulting route 

is a blend between a provided direction from a user’s input device and a proposed 

direction from the decision-making system that steers a powered-wheelchair to 

safely avoid obstacles in the way of the wheelchair. The system helps a disabled 

user to navigate their wheelchair by deciding on a direction that is a compromise 

between a direction provided by the sensors and a direction desired by the driver. 

Sensitivity analysis investigates the effects of risk and uncertainty on the 

resulting directions.  An appropriate direction is identified but a human driver 

can over-ride the decision if necessary. 
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1 Introduction 

A Multi Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) approach is presented that helps with the 

driving of a powered-wheelchair. Ultrasonic sensors are considered to provide 

information about the surroundings of a wheelchair. The new decision-making system 

then assists disabled drivers to drive safely. A driver provides a desired route and 

sensors generate an alternative route. Intelligent mixing of the two routes generates a 

new route. The desired route is modified depending on sensor readings [1-11] to help 

disabled drivers. 

Extensive research has been conducted on powered-wheelchair driving and 

navigation [12-17]. Outcomes have often been local, without global application. 

Approaches to avoid obstacles have been studied [18] that considered sensors providing 

local information [19]. 

The use of MCDM with sensors is presented. It can successfully drive the motors 

connected to the driving wheels of a powered wheelchair. The architecture promptly 



detects obstacles ahead, manages to turn in the desired direction specified by a human 

driver, and avoids obstacles. 

A best compromise route is provided that evade obstructions. A joystick controls 

direction and speed and then a MCDM system modifies the route if required. The 

desires of a driver are weighted against distance to nearby obstacles. 

The wheelchair considered in this research had two large driving wheels each 

separately connected to a driving motor. Direction and speed were achieved by 

providing the required power to each motor. A driver was able to drive their chair by 

varying electrical current to the two motors. 

Many researchers presented systems used to avoid obstacles [20], for example: 

infrared [21], ultrasonics [22] and structured lighting [23]. Global systems provided 

uncoordinated outcome inside buildings [24] but local systems were more successful, 

including: ultrasonics [25-28], gyroscopes, odometers or tilt sensors. Ultrasonic sensors 

were used because they were simple, affordable and reliable [28]. 

The sensors used in this research were the same as the sensors described in [29]. 

They were fitted under the footrests of the wheelchair [30]. Distance to obstacles were 

measured by calculating the flight time required for pulses to be reflected back from 

objects [30]. If no obstacle was sensed then detection ranges could be tuned by 

increasing the length of the ultrasonic pulses until an object was sensed. 

The area in front of a wheelchair was segmented into a left zone and right zone. A 

grid was then placed onto them. The grid consisted of three components: VERY 

CLOSE, CLOSE and FAR-OFF. Transceiver envelopes over-lapped so that a center 

column in the grid signified both left and right sensors detecting an object. Any obstacle 

in front of the wheelchair was labeled as either VERY CLOSE, CLOSE or FAR-OFF. 

Section II describes MCDM. Then Section III explains testing undertaken and 

presents some results. A short discussion is included in Section IV and some 

conclusions are presented in Section V. 

2 MCDM and AHP 

MCDM methods are often considered as reliable decision-making methods that 

produced a systemic and straight forward approach to improve objectivity and generate 

results with reasonable satisfaction [31]. MCDM help in solving real-world problems 

with multiple conflicting criteria, and they produce a suitable solution even when faced 

with several possible scenarios that incorporated risk, uncertainty or fuzziness [32]. 

This is the first time this type of method has been applied to a powered-wheelchair 

application. 

The Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) is a method based on applying pairwise 

judgements amongst choices with respect to each criterion and then coherently 

aggregating them to provide an overall weighting for each choice with respect to all 

criteria. Criteria weights indicated their relative significance. AHP used the eigenvalue 

method [33], where a consistent matrix with known priorities was created and a 

comparison of choices i and j is given by pi/pj. The comparison matrix is multiplied by 

the priority vector 𝑝: 



𝐴 . 𝑝 = 𝑛 . 𝑝        (1) 

Where: 

𝑝: Priority vector. 

n: Matrix dimension. 

A: Comparison matrix. 

Ishizaka and Labib [34] provided the following steps for a decision-making process 

that used AHP: 

• Modelling of a problem. 

• Conduct pairwise comparisons. 

• Identify qualitative and quantitative judgments scales.  

• Evaluation of local weights 

• Check for consistency. 

• Evaluation of global weights using (2).  

𝑃𝑖 =  ∑ 𝑊𝑗  .  𝑙𝑖𝑗𝑗 .       (2) 

Where:  

 Pi: global weight of the choice i. 

 wj: weight of the criterion j. 

 lij: local weight. 

• Sensitivity analysis. 

AHP aim at helping decision makers in reaching a suitable decision that 

corresponded to the global goal of the problem as well as their aims and their 

understanding of problems. The next section describes testing. 

3 Testing 

The new system inputs were: Distance to an object from the midpoint of the chair 

(Dc), Distance to an object from the left of the chair (Dl), Distance to an object from the 

right of the chair (Dr). 

If no object was sensed in any direction then Distance was set to one. Three setups 

are described as a powered-wheelchair moved in a setting with some boxes as 

obstructions. 

• Setup 1: No boxes in the surrounding (Point A in Fig. 1). 

• Setup 2: Box spotted to the right (Point B in Fig. 1). 

• Setup 3: Box spotted to the left (Point C in Fig 1). 

Three choices were weighted: Move-Forward, Move-Right and Move-Left. Each 

choice was given a weight and these are shown in Table 1 as a “decision matrix”. 

 



 

Fig. 1. Powered wheelchair driving through an environment with some cardboard boxes as 

obstacles. 

Table 1. Decision matrix for powered wheelchair. 

                             Criteria  

Choice 

Dl Dc Dr 

Move left (A1) 0.5 0.25 0.167 

Move forward (A2) 0.333 0.5 0.333 

Move right (A3) 0.167 0.25 0.5 

 

The area in front of a wheelchair was segmented to left and right zones. If no object 

was detected Dl, Dc and Dr were fixed to 1. If the right transducer sensed an object and 

the left transduce did not then Dl was fixed to 1 and Dc and Dr were evaluated using (3) 

and (4). 

𝐷𝑐 = 𝐷 cos(𝛼)       (3) 

𝐷𝑟 =  𝐷 sin(𝛼)       (4) 

Where: D = Distance between the wheelchair and an object; α= Angle were the 

object was sensed. 

If the left transducer sensed an object and the right transduce did not then Dr was 

fixed to 1 and Dc and Dl were evaluated using (3) and (5). 

𝐷𝑙 =  𝐷 sin(𝛼)       (5) 

Where: D = Distance between the wheelchair and an object; α = Angle where the 

object was sensed. 

Setup 1 (point A in Fig. 1): The powered-wheelchair began moving, nothing was 

sensed, Distances were all fixed to 1. AHP was employed with three choices and three 

criteria being considered. AHP yielded a ranking of choices: A2 > (A1 = A3). Global 

weights for choices were: A1 = 0.306, A2 = 0.389 and A3 = 0.306. The global weights 

were expressed as vector magnitudes as shown in Fig. 2 and the overall route yielded 

from AHP was evaluated using vector algebra and shown as a thick black line in Fig.3. 



 

Fig. 2. Global scores of choices expressed as vector magnitudes, Setup 1: no boxes were sensed. 

 

Fig. 3. Overall route yielded from AHP for Setup 1. 

Sensitivity analysis was applied to assess the stability of AHP results if risk and 

uncertainty would affect criteria weights. The smallest changes needed to alter the 

results were evaluated. Table 2 shows the results where N/F stands for a non-feasible 

value where ±100% modification to a criterion value did not alter the result. 
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Table 2. Minimum percentage change needed in criteria weights to alter the outcome of AHP, 

Setup 1, no boxes were sensed. 

Criterion name Minimum percentage change 

Dl ± 0.1% 

Dc N/F 

Dr ± 0.1% 

 

Sensitivity analysis revealed that a 0.1% modification in Dl or Dr could alter the route 

of the powered-wheelchair. 0.1% rise in Dl or 0.1% reduction in Dr caused the 

wheelchair drive ahead with a small angle to the left, a 0.1% reduction in Dl or a 0.1% 

rise in Dr made the wheelchair drive ahead with a small angel to the right. 

Setup 2 (Point B in Fig. 1): The powered-wheelchair moved ahead, where a box was 

positioned to the right of the wheelchair. Sensors detected the box shown at point B in 

Fig. 1. The obstacle was 0.5 meters away at an angle of 45⁰ as shown in Fig. 4. 

⁰
 

Fig. 4. Setup 2: Box sensed to the right. 

Dl was fixed to 1 since the left transducer detected nothing. Dc and Dr were evaluated 

using (3) and (4).  

AHP was employed with three choices and three criteria being considered. AHP 

yielded a ranking of choices: A1 > A2 > A3. Global weights of choices were: A1 = 0.379, 

A2 = 0.368 and A3 = 0.253. The global weights were expressed as vector magnitudes 

as shown in Fig. 5 and the overall route yielded from AHP was evaluated using vector 

algebra and shown as a thick black line in Fig. 6. 

 



 

Fig. 5. Global scores of choices expressed as vector magnitudes, Setup 2: box sensed to the right. 

 

Fig. 6. Overall route yielded from AHP for Setup 2. 

Sensitivity analysis was applied to assess the stability of AHP results if risk and 

uncertainty would affect criteria weights. The smallest changes needed to alter the 

results were evaluated. Results are shown in Table 3. 

Sensitivity analysis identified the effect of change in Dr, Dc and Dl on the overall 

route of the wheelchair. A 5.81% % reduction in Dl, a 19.32% rise in Dc or a 21.59% 

rise in Dr caused the wheelchair to drive ahead and left with an angle of 134⁰. 

Table 3. The minimum percentage change needed in criteria weights to alter the outcome of 

AHP, setup 2: 1 box sensed to the right. 

Criterion name Minimum percentage change 

Dl -5.81% 

Dc 19.32% 

Dr 21.59% 

 

Overall route 

from AHP 



Setup 3 (Point C in Fig.1): The powered-wheelchair moved ahead where a box was 

positioned to the left of the wheelchair. Sensors detected the box at point C in Fig. 1. 

The obstacle was 0.2 meters away at an angle of 30⁰ as shown in Fig. 7. 

 

⁰

  

Fig. 7. Setup 3: Box sensed to the left. 

Since the right transducer detected nothing Dr was fixed to 1, Dc and Dl were 

evaluated using (3) and (5). 

AHP was employed with three choices and three criteria being considered. AHP 

yielded a ranking of choices: A3 > A2 > A1. Global weights of choices were: A1 = 0.204, 

A2 = 0.368 and A3 = 0.44. The global weights were expressed as vector magnitudes as 

shown in Fig. 8 and the overall route yielded from AHP was evaluated using vector 

algebra and shown as a black line in Fig. 9. 

 

 

Fig. 8. Global scores of choices expressed as vector magnitudes, Setup 3: box sensed to the left. 



 

Fig. 9. Overall route yielded from AHP for Setup 3. 

Sensitivity analysis was applied to assess the stability of AHP results if risk and 

uncertainty would affect criteria weights. The smallest changes needed to alter the 

results were evaluated. Results are shown in Table 4 where N/F stands for a non-

feasible value where ±100% modification to a criterion value did not alter the result. 

Table 4. Minimum percentage change in criteria weights needed to change the outcome of 

AHP, setup 3: 1 box sensed to the left. 

Criterion name Minimum percentage change 

Dl N/F 

Dc N/F 

Dr 25.7% 

 

Sensitivity analysis identified the effect of change in Dr, Dc and Dl on the overall route 

of the wheelchair. A 400.01% rise in Dl, a 188.97% rise in Dc or a 25.7% rise in Dr 

caused the wheelchair to drive right and forward with an angel of 46⁰. 

4 Discussion 

The new system successfully presented a new approach to mix the desired direction 

provided by wheelchair driver with output form ultrasonic sensors. Powered-

wheelchair drivers controlled their chairs using joysticks and sensors adjusted their 

route if required.  Sensors systems provided a safe route for the wheelchair. 

The output that control the wheelchair motor was a function of output from the 

decision-making system and the weighted desire of the user. Ccomd (the overall control 

command) was derived using (6): 

𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑑 =  (𝐺ℎ|𝐽| +  𝑘𝑡𝐶𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠)     (6) 

Overall route 

from AHP 



Where 𝐺ℎ|J| is the joystick command, Csens is the decision-making output and kt was 

an increasing variable (increasing over time) so the user can override the decision-

making output. 

Fig.10 shows the overall route for the wheelchair when mixing the output from AHP 

for setup 1when the user wanted to move to the left with a high speed. The line shown 

in black was the AHP output, the line shown in grey was the user desire and the line 

shown in red was the overall actual route and velocity. 

 

Fig. 10. Overall route of the Wheelchair after mixing AHP route for setup 1 and User desired 

route. 

Fig. 11 shows the overall wheelchair route for setup 2, when the user wanted to move 

forward at a low speed. Fig. 12 shows the overall route of the wheelchair for setup 3 

when the user wanted to move to the right at a moderate speed. 

 

Fig. 11. Overall route of the Wheelchair after mixing AHP route for setup 2 and user desired 

route. 
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Fig. 12. Overall route of the Wheelchair after mixing AHP route for setup 3 and user desired 

route. 

5 Conclusions 

The research described in this paper effectively used AHP to avoid collisions. 

Mathematically inexpensive, effective and safe outcomes were accomplished. The new 

system provided support to wheelchair drivers while driving their wheelchairs as 

obstructions appeared in their path and wheelchairs were driven safely round them. 

The work could bring some independence and decrease the need for helpers. 

The authors are now considering new methods for the system to analyze additional 

inputs by integrating various AI techniques [2, 29, 35 & 36]. The general idea will be 

that multiple AI techniques can be applied to their maximum advantage. 

MCDM could not consider all situations so neuro, reinforcement or neuro-fuzzy 

learning could deliver efficient outcomes. These algorithms will be explored. 

Systems attempted to avoid obstacles but if a driver continuously indicated they 

desired to drive towards to a specific direction then the driver wishes could rule against 

the decision-making system. Driver wishes could rule against the system by holding a 

joystick in a fixed position. The chair drove as anticipated by the driver if nothing was 

sensed. 

The authors are currently applying the AHP and Preference Ranking Organization 

MEthod for Enrichment of Evaluation (PROMETHEE) method to other problems. A 

framework for the intelligent selection of MCDM methods has been created [37]. 

The authors are applying different MCDM methods to different types of problems 

[38-41]. Future work will consider a bigger set of choices to consider 360⁰ around the 

chair. Uncertainty will be captured using probability functions, fuzzy set theory and 

percentages. 

Results show that the decision-making system worked properly. Systems will be 

clinically trialed at Chailey Heritage as part of an ERSPC funded project [42]. Research 

is now examining path modification [43], force sensing [44] and contrasting 

accomplishments both with the sensors and without sensors [45]. 

AHP route 

User route 

Overall route 
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